
Celebrity  Parenting:  Tom
Brady ‘Can’t Wait’ to Spend
Time  with  Wife  Gisele  and
Kids  After  Super  Bowl  2019
Win

By Lauren Burczyk

In celebrity parenting news, Tom Brady can’t wait to spend
time with his wife Gisele, 38 and their children, following
his sixth Super Bowl win. According to People.com, Brady gave
a sweet shout-out to his wife and kids after leading the New
England Patriots to win Super Bowl LIII on Sunday, February
3rd.  The  Patriots’  quarterback,  41,  told  a  CBS  reporter,
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during a post game interview, “I can’t wait to just spend some
time with my family, my kids, and my wife,” adding “I couldn’t
do it without their support.” The famous couple tied the knot
in February 2009. They share two children together, Benjamin,
9, and Vivian, 6.

In  celebrity  parenting  news,  Tom
Brady  finally  has  time  to  spend
with  his  kids  post  Super  Bowl
victory.  What  are  some  ways  to
balance  your  career  and  family
life?

Cupid’s Advice:

As parents, we all know how difficult it can be to find the
perfect work-life balance. Here are some ways to balance your
career and family life:

1. Manage your time efficiently:  To create and maintain a
work-life balance, you have to schedule your day ahead of
time. Planning ahead and focusing on the most important tasks
first, will give you enough time to spend with your family
later on in the day.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple Tom Brady & Gisele Bundchen
Kiss in Costa Rica After Super Bowl Loss

2. Realize that it’s okay to say no: To excel in your career,
you have to be committed to your work, but keep in mind that
you have to learn to set your limits and say no once in
awhile. To find the perfect work-life balance, you have to
remember that you can’t always say yes to additional tasks,
especially if they’re tedious and cutting into the time you
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need to spend with your family.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Gisele Bundchen Opens Up About
When She Learned Tom Brady Was Expecting With His Ex

3. Ask for some help: It you’re swamped at work, and the only
way to find a work-life balance is to ask for some help from a
coworker, then don’t be afraid to do so. Save yourself some
frustration and just be honest with your boss, let them know
how much spending time with your family means to you, so they
can assist you in finding a way to balance your career and
family life.

Can you think of some other ways to balance your career and
family life? Comment below.

Celebrity  News:  Gisele
Bundchen Opens Up About When
She  Learned  Tom  Brady  Was
Expecting With His Ex
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By Courtney Shapiro

In  celebrity  news,  former  Victoria’s  Secret  angel,  Gisele
Bundchen admits her shock to the news that Tom Brady was
expecting a child with his ex, shortly after the two began
dating. The celebrity relationship began in 2006, and Bundchen
found  out  about  the  pregnancy  between  Brady  and  Bridget
Moynahan  two  months  later.According  to  UsMagazine.com,
Bundchen  shared  in  her  memoir  that  Moynahan’s  pregnancy
“wasn’t an easy time” for her, but it ended up being an
unexpected  blessing  that  “brought  about  so  much  growth.”
Bundchen and Brady have been married since 2009 and have two
kids of their own.

In celebrity news, Gisele Bundchen
is recalling a difficult time she
went through with now husband Tom
Brady.  What  are  some  ways  to
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persevere through hard times with
your partner?

Cupid’s Advice:

What are some ways to approach hard times with your partner?
Cupid shares some advice:

1. Forgive each other: Fighting and struggle are bound to
happen in relationships, but don’t hold a grudge. Talk through
the issues with your partner, and forgive one another if you
yell or say things in the heat of the moment.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Kim Kardashian Isn’t Worried
That Kanye West Wants to Move to Chicago

2. Be patient with each other: Both of you may be feeling
stress from other aspects in your life, so it is best to
remember not to take it out on each other. Don’t blame one
another, and keep those aspects out of your relationship.

Related Link: Celebrity Wedding News: Pregnant ‘RHOA’ Star
Porsha Williams Is Engaged to Dennis McKinley

3. Hit the refresh button: Give yourselves the opportunity to
start things over if you need to. You might not need to go
back  to  the  very  beginning,  but  find  a  point  in  your
relationship where things were great, and get yourselves in
that head space.

How have you worked through hard times in your relationship?
Tell us below!
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Celebrity Couple Tom Brady &
Gisele Bundchen Kiss in Costa
Rica After Super Bowl Loss

By Jessica Gomez

In  celebrity  news,  celebrity  couple  Tom  Brady  and  Gisele
Bundchen were spotted in Costa Rica sharing a loving kiss,
days  after  Brady’s  loss  at  the  Super  Bowl,  according  to
UsMagazine.com. He even joked about it on Instagram when he
posted a photo of the couple smooching Sunday. “This Sunday’s
outcome  is  a  lot  better  than  last  Sunday’s!
#losingstreakstopsatone,”  he  captioned.  Adorbs!
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This celebrity couple isn’t letting
the  Super  Bowl  loss  affect  their
relationship. What are some ways to
keep  negative  life  events  from
putting  a  damper  on  your
relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

It happens. When we are involved in negative circumstances, we
tend to misplace our emotions and take out our frustrations on
our significant other at times, which isn’t okay. Cupid has
some advice on how to get around it:

1. Remember what you’re mad at: Breathe and think. It’s easier
said than done, but it works. When we become angry, we can
lose sight of what or who we’re really mad at, which can lead
us to take it all out on those closest to us, like your lover.
When surrounded by negativity, clear your head by taking about
10 deep breaths — in and out. Then remember that you’re not
mad at your partner, and that they deserve your fairness and
respect.

Related Link: Gisele Bundchen Consoles Husband Tom Brady After
2018 Super Bowl Loss

2. Do something with your significant other: It will help take
the edge off. When you create a happy place with them, then
outside negativity should not be able to reach you there.
Also, building positive memories is always a good thing! Be
sure to remain mindful of the energy you give out in your
happy place because if you’re being negative, then what’s the
point?

Related  Link:  George  Clooney  Opens  Up  with  the  Sweetest
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Statement About Wife Amal Clooney

3. Blow off steam: Chill with your friends. Sometimes when
surrounded by the bad, we need to kick back and have some time
with  our  friends.  We  sometimes  also  need  space  from  our
partners, so this works for both. Don’t let bad energy or
vibes bring you down, go and have a good time!

How do you avoid taking things out on your partner? Comment
below!

Celebrity  News:  Gisele
Bundchen Consoles Husband Tom
Brady After 2018 Super Bowl
Loss
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By Carly Horowitz

In  latest  celebrity  news,  Gisele  Bundchen  comforted  her
husband Tom Brady, quarterback for the New England Patriots,
after his team lost to the Philadelphia Eagles in the 2018
Super  Bowl.  Although  many  Patriots  fans  were  distraught,
Bundchen  maintained  a  positive  attitude  as  she  posted  a
picture  of  herself  hugging  Brady  on  Instagram  with  the
caption: “Congratulations Eagles for winning the Super bowl,
what a game that was! Congratulations Patriots for giving your
best and to my love, we are incredibly proud of you because we
are able to see every day all the commitment, sacrifice and
hard work that you have devoted to become the best in what you
do. We love you!” According to EOnline.com, even though the
Eagles won the game 41-33, Brady set a record! He now has the
most passing yards ever in a Super Bowl game and in any
postseason game.

In this celebrity news, Gisele is
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there for Tom in the good times and
the  bad.  What  are  some  ways  to
console  your  partner  after  a
disappointment?

Cupid’s Advice:

When your partner is going through a loss or disappointment,
it is part of your relationship duty to help them get through
this tough time together. Empathy is key when it comes to
relationships. Cupid has some ideas on how to help give solace
to your partner:

1. Be present: This may seem obvious, but sometimes people
have the tendency to flee when bad circumstances arise. Be
there for your partner, and listen to everything that they
have to say. Instead of trying to change how they are feeling,
simply listen and be there for them. Let them vent, and give
them copious amounts of love.

Related Link: Our 10 Favorite Celebrity Couple Athletes

2. Distract them: Once you have given your partner time to let
out how they are feeling, make efforts to try and shift the
energy.  Even  though  you  probably  can’t  take  away  their
disappointment  or  sadness  completely,  you  do  have  the
capabilities to alter their mind onto something else for the
time being. Think of some things you can do that would be
special for your partner: cook their favorite dinner, watch
their favorite movie together, or go out for a fun date night.

Related  Link:  10  Valentine’s  Day  Date  Ideas  Inspired  by
Celebrity Couples

3. Be okay with space: Everyone copes differently. If your
partner is the type of person who needs time to themselves in
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order to get over a disappointment, let them have that. Try
not to bombard them while trying to help when they just need
some space to themselves. Sometimes it is hard to tell if your
partner truly wants space or if they do want you to comfort
them. Really try to listen to your partner and get a feel for
what they need.

Also, never underestimate the power of hugs!

How have you consoled your partner after a disappointment?
Comment below!

Celebrity  News:  Tom  Brady
Celebrates  Super  Bowl  Win
with Gisele Bundchen & Kids
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By Delaney Gilbride

In latest celebrity news, this celebrity couple is definitely
winning! Tom Brady celebrated his fifth Super Bowl victory
with wife Gisele Bündchen and their three children, as the
Patriots  came  back  to  beat  the  Atlanta  Falcons  Sunday,
February 5th. Immediately following the Super Bowl win, Brady
had  only  one  thing  on  mind  as  he  stated,  “This  is
unbelievable,  I’m  going  to  see  my  family.”  According
to EOnline.com, the decorated quarterback could barely keep
his emotions together as he embraced his supermodel wife with
a passionate kiss while holding his biggest four-year-old fan,
their daughter Vivian. After receiving the MVP Award for Super
Bowl LI, the celebrity couple couldn’t keep their eyes (or
hands)  off  of  each  other  while  their  sons  John  (9)  and
Benjamin (7) jumped and danced about the fallen confetti.

No matter what team you wanted to
win,  this  celebrity  news  has  us
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rooting  for  Tom  Brady  and  his
family!  What  are  some  ways  to
support your partner in his or her
endeavors?

Cupid’s Advice:

It’s obvious that Tom and Gisele go the extra mile to support
each  other’s  dreams  while  also  keeping  their  relationship
solid. It begs the question, how do they do it? Cupid’s here
to give you all the relationship advice you need:

1. Be supportive of your partner’s endeavors: If your partner
wants to become the most celebrated quarterback of all time,
you gotta be their cheerleader! Aside from all the football
clichés,  it’s  important  to  be  enthusiastic  about  your
partner’s goals and dreams. If you’re being a team player,
your relationship will only strengthen.

Related Link: Gisele Bundchen Says She Knew Celebrity Love Tom
Brady Was The One ‘Straightaway’

2.  Learn  to  give  and  take:  With  big  dreams,  comes  big
sacrifices. It might take some getting used to if your partner
becomes passionate about something that gets in the way of
your relationship. It will all be worthwhile when you watch
them achieve something that makes them glow.

Related Link: Tom Brady Writes Celebrity Love Gisele Bundchen
a Love Note After Final Runway Show

3. Help your partner when they need it: Working together will
only bring you and your partner closer. Helping your partner
pick up the slack when they need it the most is a huge step in
any relationship. Not only will it help your partner achieve
their goals, it will make your partner appreciate you more
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than ever.

Is  your  partner  ambitious?  Tell  us  how  you  were  able  to
support your loved one below!

World’s  8  Wealthiest
Celebrity Couples

By Katie Gray

“One for the money, two for the show.” Celebrity couples are
worth a ton of money together, with their assets combined. All
around the world, the top power players of every industry make
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quite a team when they match up with another individual in the
same industry. An actor or athlete can have an amazing salary,
but when they get together with someone else with the same
career, it increases big time. Talk about a touchdown! When
you have been in a relationship with your partner for a long
time, or become engaged or married, typically the incomes of
both parties are put together for the household. A celebrity
relationship is no different. With their abundant net worths,
they are able to afford all of the luxuries the world has to
offer. Therefore; they also spare no expense when it comes to
celebrity weddings and having celebrity babies. The celebrity
relationship that works hard together, plays hard, too!

Cupid  has  compiled  the  world’s
eight wealthiest celebrity couples:

1. Bill & Melinda Gates: Bill Gates is known for being one of
the richest individuals in the world. He has a networth of
$85.7  billion  dollars.  He’s  an  American  business  magnate,
entrepreneur, investor, author, and philanthropist. Since 1994
he’s  been  married  to  Melinda  Gates,  who  is  also  a
philanthropist  and  businesswoman.  The  successful  pair  are
extremely charitable. They have the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation that has education and world health as initiatives.
The couple also launged The Giving Pledge with Warren Buffett
that strives to have the world’s wealthiest people give a
majority of their profits to charity. The couple that gives
together, stays together!

2. Steven Spielberg & Kate Capshaw: One of the biggest power
players in Hollywood, is Steven Spielberg. He’s one of the
most prominent screenwriters, directors and producers in the
business.  Spielberg  is  also  a  co-founder  of  DreamWorks
Studios. As of last year he had a net worth of $3.60 billion
dollars. In 1991 he married his actress wife, Kate Capshaw.
The stars met on the set of Indiana Jones and the Temple of
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Doom.

3. Beyoncé & Jay Z: Singers and superstars, Beyoncé and Jay-Z
are worth a whopping $850 million dollars. They make their
profits  from  their  music  careers,  endorsement  deals  and
sponsorships.  They  spend  a  lot  of  their  income  on  their
daughter, Blue Ivy Carter.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple Engagement Rings

4.  Victoria  &  David  Beckham:  So  posh!  Footballer,  David
Beckham,  and  fashion  designer/former  Spice  Girl,  Victoria
Beckham are worth around $400 million dollars. The pretty pair
have  modeling  deals,  celebrity  endorsements  and  their  own
brand. David Beckham is one of the most famous soccer players
and Victoria Beckham is iconic for being in the pop girl
group. They have homes around the world and dote on their
children.

5. Gisele Bundchen & Tom Brady: Gisele Bundchen, is known for
being the world’s highest paid supermodel. She has an annual
income of $45 million dollars, and her husband, Tom Brady,
makes a hefty $31 million a year for his career in the NFL.
The duo spends their time and money on the environment, their
children, and eating clean with a healthy lifestyle. They’re
together worth $350 million.

6. Calista Flockhart & Harrison Ford: Actor, Harrison Ford,
and actress, Calista Flockhart are together worth $224 million
dollars. She earned a lot of money from a Brothers & Sisters
contract and he’s famous for playing the lead in Indiana Jones
and starring in Star Wars. Talk about lights, camera, action!
(On screen and off screen.)

Related Link: Celebrity Couples We Want To Reunite

7. Keith Urban & Nicole Kidman: Country singer, Keith Urban,
and actress, Nicole Kidman, are worth $200 million dollars.
Urban makes his fortune from his album sales and world tours.
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Kidman makes her money from her film career and endorsement
deals – such as with luxury brand Omega.

8. Kim Kardashian & Kanye West: This year Kim Kardashian had a
net worth of $105 million dollars. Her husband, rapper Kanye
West, has a net worth of $130 million. The married couple earn
income off their fashion brands, products, appearances and
endorsement deals. The couple’s lavish wedding in 2014  cost a
total of $12 million. They also spoil their kids North and
Saint, with designer clothes and the best parties.

Who are your favorite wealthiest celebrity couples? Share your
comments below.

Our  10  Favorite  Celebrity
Couple Athletes
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By Katie Gray

Ahhh, there is nothing like our favorite celebrity couple
athletes! The couples that workout together, play sports and
support one another on the sidelines – stay together. Our
favorite athletic couples vary in sport: baseball, football,
basketball,  hockey  and  so  forth.  Many  of  these  celebrity
relationships  have  led  to  gorgeous  celebrity  weddings  and
beautiful celebrity babies.

Cupid has compiled our 10 favorite
celebrity couple athlete couples:

1.  Tom  Brady  &  Gisele  Bundchen:  The  world’s  most  famous
supermodel  and  former  Victoria’s  Secret  angel,  Gisele
Bundchen, is married to NFL star Tom Brady. The two have cute
celebrity  babies  together  and  live  a  healthy  lifestyle.
Frequently, she is spotted cheering him on at games, and in
the past, the SuperBowl!

2.  Jermichael  &  Courtney  Finley:  The  Green  Bay  Packers
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football team are the best in the NFL and have won numerous
SuperBowl titles. On the team, Jermichael Finley is an asset,
but he also is known for being a husband and father. He’s
married to Courtney Finley, and the two are one of the cutest
couples who are underrated for sure. The proud parents always
support one another on social media, on the field, at home and
so forth. Major relationship goals!

3. Justin Verlander & Kate Upton: MLB pitcher for the Tigers,
Justin Verlander, and supermodel, Kate Upton, are a pretty
pair. They are our favorite engaged celebrity couple, and we
can’t wait for the wedding!

4. Kroy Biermann & Kim Zolciak: Don’t Be Tardy For The Party!
Kim Zolciak came into the public eye when she starred on Bravo
TV’s The Real Housewives of Atlanta. She then got her own
spin-off show with her husband, Kroy Biermann, who plays in
the NFL. This celebrity couple is the modern day Brady Bunch!

5. Nick Young & Iggy Azalea: Rapper Iggy Azalea has been
dating Nick Young, who plays for the L.A. Lakers. He’s also
the cousin of hip hop artist, Kendrick Lamar. This celebrity
relationship is going strong! How cute are they?

Related Link: 5 Celebrity Couples We Want To Reunite

6. Stephen & Ayesha Curry: You’ve probably heard Drake rap
about NBA star Stephen Curry. Does the line “Steph Curry with
the shot” ring a bell? Not only is he one of the best players
in the entire NBA, off the court he’s also happily married to
Ayesha Curry. We love this down to earth couple.

7.  Shakira  &  Gerard  Pique:  Her  hips  don’t  lie!  Pop  star
Shakira is known for her dance moves. However, she’s also a
great  wife  to  Gerard  Pique,  professional  footballer  for
Barcelona. She’s a fantastic mother, too, and works hard. In
fact, her net worth of $300 million dollars proves it.

8.  Carrie  Underwood  &  Mike  Fisher:  Country  cutie  Carrie

http://cupidspulse.com/112675/celebrity-couples-we-want-to-reunite/
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Underwood is not only a talented singer and performer, but is
also a great wife and mother. She had a celebrity wedding to
Mike Fisher, professional hockey player, in 2010. Then, the
couple introduced their celebrity baby boy in 2015.

Related  Link:  Bigger  Is  Better:  Top  6  Celebrity  Couple
Engagement Rings

9.  Jessie  James  &  Eric  Decker:  Country  singer-songwriter
Jessie  James  married  NFL  star  Eric  Decker  in  2013.  The
Minnesota  native  plays  for  the  New  York  Jets.  They  then
welcomed a beautiful baby girl, Vivianne Rose. In 2014, they
starred in an E! reality series, Eric & Jessie: Game On.

10. Ryan Braun & Larisa Fraser: Ryan Braun plays for the
Milwaukee Brewers and is one of the cutest players in the MLB
–  hands  down.  He’s  married  to  actress  and  model,  Larisa
Fraser.

Who are your favorite celebrity couple athletes? Share in the
comments below!

Celebrity Couples Saving The
Earth
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By Katie Gray

Many thanks to our favorite celebrity couples who are saving
the planet! It’s amazing what lengths our favorite celebrity
relationships go through to make sure their homes are eco-
friendly.  Plus,  that’s  in  addition  to  driving  environment
friendly  cars  and  helping  others  to  adapt  to  a  green
lifestyle. They even make very generous contributions to their
favorite  environmentalist  charities  and  organizations.  Talk
about relationship goals! The relationship advice we can all
take away from this is that we must always give back.

Cupid  has  the  top  five  celebrity
couples  who  are  saving  the
environment:

1.Gisele Bundchen & Tom Brady: Supermodel Gisele Bundchen and
NFL star Tom Brady live a very green lifestyle. The celebrity
couple married in 2009 and they have two children together. In
May 2009, she co-hosted the Rainforest Alliance annual gala to
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honor  leaders  in  sustainability,  supports  clean  water
initiatives, environmental sustainability, and preservation of
South American rainforests. The Brazilian beauty has planted
over 1 million new trees in her name to start reforestation of
the Brazilian rainforests. In 2011, she was awarded Greenest
Celebrity at the International Green awards at the National
History Museum of London. She’s also the Goodwill Ambassador
for the United Nations Environment Program. This year, she
joined  the  climate  change  documentary  Years  of  Living
Dangerously as a celebrity correspondent. Gisele and Tom’s Los
Angeles home uses solar energy, a gray water system, lighting
systems that reduce energy consumption, a rainwater recovery
system, and waste reduction and recycling programs. They have
their own vegetable garden, where 90% of the food they eat
comes from. The house uses recovered stone, wood, insulation,
household appliances with a green seal and other sustainable
products. In fact, 80% of the construction waste was reused or
recycled.

Related Link: 5 Celebrity Couples Who Live Modestly

2. Angelina Jolie & Brad Pitt: Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt
are iconic actors, and also are in one of the most notable
celebrity relationships in the world. They married in 2014
after  being  together  for  close  to  a  decade  and  having
previously  co-starred  together  in  Mr.  &  Mrs.  Smith.  In
2006, the pretty pair established a charitable organization,
the Jolie-Pitt Foundation, to aid humanitarian causes around
the world. Pitt is also the co-creator of a design competition
to  build  20  affordable,  reduced  energy,  environmentally
friendly homes in New Orleans. They are huge humanitarians,
activists and environmentalists.

3. Cate Blanchett & Andrew Upton: Oscar winner and Hollywood
legend Cate Blanchett makes saving the environment a priority,
along with her playwright/screenwriter husband Andrew Upton.
The Aussie natives had their Hunters Hill residence undergo
extensive renovations in 2007 to be made more eco-friendly.
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She has even been working to equip the Sydney Theatre Company
building with solar panels and rainwater collection systems to
make it completely eco-friendly. Their Sydney home is fully
powered by solar energy, and they donate to Forest Guardians.

4. Pierce Brosnan & Keely Shaye Smith: Actor Pierce Brosnan is
a famous environmentalist. He’s married to Keely Shaye Smith,
the  journalist,  glamour  model  and  author.  He  focuses  on
marine, mammal, and wetland protection. He also headlined the
Natural Resources Defense Council campaign against effects of
Navy sonar on whales. He was also awarded the Green Cross
International Environmental Leadership Award in the late 90’s.

Related Link: 7 Most Hyped Celebrity Weddings of the Last
Decade

5.  Cameron  Diaz  &  Benji  Madden:  Cameron  Diaz  has  been  a
Hollywood star for decades now. She’s best known for her roles
in My Best Friend’s Wedding, Charlie’s Angels, Gangs of New
York, In Her Shoes, The Holiday and My Sister’s Keeper. In
2015,  she  married  rocker  Benji  Madden  of  the  band  Good
Charlotte.  She  was  also  on  the  MTV  Series  Trippin  that
revolved around Diaz and a group of her close friends acting
globally as they traveled to getaways around the world such as
Chile  to  Yellowstone,  on  a  mission  to  safeguard  the
environment. She was even one of the first people to drive the
eco-friendly Prius electric car. Diaz also endorses Al Gore,
former  Vice  President  and  environmentalist,  for  his  ‘Live
Earth’ campaign that brings awareness to climate change.

Who  are  your  favorite  celebrity  environmentalists?  Comment
below!
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Celebrity  Couple:  Tom  Brady
and Gisele Bündchen Celebrate
Christmas in New Photo

By Dejha Carlisle

It seems like everyone is ready for Christmas! The holidays
will be just what this celebrity couple, Tom Brady and Gisele
Bündchen, need. The NFL pro gave his Brazilian wife a cute
shoutout via Facebook. His wife was putting the final touches
on  their  tree.  According  to  UsMagazine.com,  the  celebrity
couple were having serious fights due to Brady’s suspension.
Let’s hope this famous Hollywood couple enjoy their Christmas!
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This  celebrity  couple  celebrates
the holidays in such a cute way!
What  are  some  special  ways  to
celebrate  the  holidays  with  your
significant other?:

Cupid’s Advice:

Establishing  traditions  with  your  significant  other  is
important, and a great time to do it is around the holidays.
Cupid has some ideas:

1. Start a tradition: Every holiday has a tradition. Starting
a tradition with your loved one is a creative way to be closer
to your partner. It can be as simple as watching every holiday
movie there is.

Related Link: 5 Celebrity Couples Who Got Engaged Over The
Holidays

2. Make a holiday playlist: What can put you in a better mood
than  music?  Creating  a  playlist  of  cheery  songs  for  your
significant other will put him (or her) in the holiday spirit.

Related Link: Dating Advice: Don’t Be Afraid To Sparkle During
The Holidays

3. Bake a treat:  Nothing shows more affection than savoring a
tasty treat. You can always buy a pie, but wouldn’t it be more
special to create goodies with your loved one instead?

Celebrating  the  holidays  with  your  loved  one  can  be
spontaneous and memorable. What are other ways to celebrate?
Comment below:
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5 Celebrity Couples Who Make
a Point to Give Back

By Kyanah Murphy

Could you imagine having so much money that you could make a
huge difference for many people and still be able to pay your
own bills? While many of us aren’t that fortunate, these five
celebrity couples are and make it a point to donate a generous
amount of time and money to charities and to those in need.
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Whether it’s for publicity or from
the kindness of their hearts, these
celebrity couples are giving and at
the end of the day, that’s all that
matters.

1. Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt: Where should we even begin
with this celebrity couple? A majority of their children are
adopted from places in need. Together, these two have their
hands in all sorts of causes, such as:

– United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)
– Donation towards Afghans in Pakistan
– Building the Maddox Jolie-Pitt Foundation (MJP)
– Support of the ONE Campaign
– Co-foundation of Not On Our Watch

Honestly,  this  celebrity  couple  does  so  much  it  would  be
impossible to list them all here. Jolie and Pitt are a stand
up celebrity couple.

Related Link: Celebs That Actually Get Their Hands Dirty When
Giving Back

2. Beyonce and Jay-Z: Queen B and her man, the Jay-Z, are a
celebrity couple that are on top of the music world. While
sitting on the throne, however, a queen and her king have
duties, which they generously fulfill. This includes:

– Founding the Survivor Foundation
– Donating to the Shawn Carter Foundation
– Raising awareness of the global water shortage while on tour
– Donating to the Red Cross
– Participating in the Hope for Haiti Now: A Global Benefit
for Earthquake Relief telethon

http://cupidspulse.com/48622/celebrities-get-hands-dirty-giving-back-charity/#o2x0RArqfApWJ5QJ.99
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Way to be, Beyonce and Jay-Z!

Related Link: 5 Ways that You and Your Honey Can Give Back
During the Holiday

3. David and Victoria Beckham: This British celebrity couple
have had their hands in many causes. These include:

– Victoria promoting fake fur in her fashion lines
– Being patrons for the Elton John AIDS Foundation
– Joining the Ban Bossy campaign
– Supporting UNICEF
– Participating in Unite for Children, Unite Against AIDS

Thank you, loves, for supporting causes.

Related  Link:  Date  Idea:  Volunteer  Together  this  Holiday
Season

4. Gisele Bündchen and Tom Brady: Celebrity couple Gisele
Bundchen and Tom Brady aren’t just the world’s top supermodel
and football player. They are also a couple that make sure
they  give  back  to  those  less  fortunate  than  they  are  by
participating in:

– Donating to Brazil’s Zero Hunger program
– Designing a limited edition necklace with the proceeds going
to St. Jude’s Children’s Hospital
– Founding The Luz Foundation
– Donating to disaster relief programs, such as the Japanese
Red Cross
– Donating to Save the Children

5. Taylor Swift and Calvin Harris: The latest celebrity couple
to be sitting on top of the world together, Taylor Swift and
Calvin Harris make it a priority to give back to the world. We
already know that Swift is one of the top givers, along with
Bundchen and Jolie, but Calvin Harris gives back, too. They
give back by:
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–  Donating  to  schools  and  facilitating  new  workshops  and
programs
– Donating to Red Cross
– Recording PSAs for the LGBT community and to promote reading
for children
–  Donating  to  medical  causes  like  St.  Jude’s  Children’s
Hospital and V Foundation for Cancer Research
–  Performing  at  charity  events,  such  as  Campaign  Against
Living Miserably
– Participating in “Hometime Scotland”
– Participating with The War Child foundation

There’s no stopping Swift and Harris, just like there’s no
stopping any of these celebrity couples from giving back to
the  world.  You  don’t  have  to  be  a  celebrity  to  make  a
difference, however. There are ways that we, too, can help
those less fortunate than we are.

Who are some other celebrity couples giving back consistently?
Share your comments below.

12  Top  Earning  Celebrity
Couples
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Kristin Cavallari and Jay Cutler

In 2014, the Bears quarterback signed a seven-year contract



that guarantees him 50 million dollars. Given his wife’s many
projects,  including  a  popular  line  of  shoes  with  Chinese
Laundry  and  an  upcoming  book,  it’s  easy  to  see  why  this
celebrity couple made our list! Photo: Visual/FAMEFLYNET

Celebrity  Photo  Gallery:
Famous Couples Who Work Out
Together

Page 1 of 20
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Jessica Biel and Justin Timberlake

The duo that sweats together, stays together! This famous
couple seems to believe this truth, as they are often seen
jogging together. Photo: Brian Flannery/FlynetPictures.com

Celebrity  Photo  Gallery:
Romantic Getaways
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Adam Shulman and Anne Hathaway

This famous couple enjoyed a nice summer getaway in sunny



Spain! The pair spent time on a yacht, soaking up the sun and
playing in the water together. Photo: LRR/FAMEFLYNET PICTURES

Bridget  Moynahan  Celebrates
Tom  Brady’s  Suspension  Toss
Amid  Gisele  Bundchen
Celebrity Marriage Issues

By Katie Gray

NFL  pro  Tom  Brady  and  supermodel  celebrity  wife  Gisele
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Bundchen have reportedly hit a rough patch in their celebrity
marriage.  According  to  UsMagazine.com,  “Their  spats  have
become  so  heated  that  Bundchen  recently  consulted  with  a
divorce lawyer, says a Brady insider. ‘Tom thinks it’s only a
threat,”’ says the insider. ‘But this is definitely a rough
patch.'” In addition, a federal judge tossed Brady’s four-game
suspension saying that NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell didn’t
have the right to punish Brady, the Super Bowl MVP. One person
very happy about that announcement was Brady’s celebrity ex,
Bridget Moynahan. She posted on Twitter, saying, “Yippee! I
can go back to private texts and enjoying the game congrats
#TB and @Patriots #letsmoveon.”

Even celebrity marriages encounter
issues.  What  are  some  ways  to
identify the issues you’re having
in your relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

If you’re having issues, it’s not always easy to identify
them. You may be tempted to ignore them and move forward
without facing them. Cupid has some relationship advice:

1. Awareness: The key to identifying and resolving issues in a
relationship and love is by being aware of them. If you are
always arguing with your partner, raising your voice, avoiding
them and find yourself frequently irritated, then there are
obviously issues. The first step is to be aware of these
things and then work on them immediately.

Related Link: Tom Brady Writes Celebrity Love Gisele Bundchen
a Love Note After Final Runway Show

2. Communicate: You cannot resolve any of the issues in your
relationship without communicating with your partner. The best
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way to effectively communicate is by speaking from the heart,
listening, being understanding and saying your point without
being passive aggressive.

Related Link: Gisele Bundchen Says She Knew Celebrity Love Tom
Brady Was The One ‘Straightaway’

3. Work it out: If you never change your routine and actions,
you will never gain different results. To get the outcome you
hope for and to resolve issues, work on these problems with
your  partner.  If  you  have  a  tendency  of  yelling  at  one
another, go to a public place to discuss things where you will
each be forced to keep your voices down because you won’t want
to get embarrassed.

What are some ways you have known how to identify the issues
in your relationship? Share your stories with us below.

Source  Says  Gisele  Bundchen
Threatened  Tom  Brady  with
Celebrity Divorce
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By Kyanah Murphy

There may not be any cozy cuddles this fall for celebrity
couple Tom Brady and Gisele Bundchen. UsMagazine.com  reports
that sources say that Bundchen is threatening a celebrity
divorce with Brady! According to the source, things have been
on the rocks for this celebrity couple ever since NFL pro
Brady was given a four-game suspension in May. Their fighting
has been so heated that Bundchen has been in contact with a
divorce lawyer! Surprisingly enough, Bundchen and Brady have
been making an effort to spend one-on-one time together lately
as well. Only time will tell if this celebrity love will last!

Celebrity divorce may be on the way
for this couple. How do you know
when it’s time to call it quits on
your marriage?

Cupid’s Advice:
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With celebrity divorce appearing to be on the rise, it’s not
looking great for the world of love. Every couple goes through
fights and arguments, but it’s important to know when to say
enough is enough. Here are some signs that you might need to
end the marriage:

1. No effort is made to try and change: Every relationship
take work, especially marriages. If you’re constantly having
problems, such as arguments or not spending any time together,
those problems need to be solved. However, if only one is
trying or no one is trying to solve the problems, it might be
time to call it quits.

Related Link: Christina Aguilera & Jordan Bratman Admit to
Separation

2. There’s no communication anymore: Actually, you don’t do
anything together anymore. You don’t talk, you don’t hang out,
you don’t do household activities/chores with one another.
You’re just roommates that don’t talk.

Related Link: Divorce Finalized for Sandra Bullock & Jesse
James

3. There are no compromises with what the other wants and
needs: The wants and needs of someone goes unmet. Someone
isn’t listening to wants or needs – be it extra help around
the house or affection – someone isn’t delivering.

Do you have any warning signs that could lead to divorce?
Comment below!
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Tom  Brady  Writes  Celebrity
Love Gisele Bundchen a Love
Note After Final Runway Show

By Maggie Manfredi

There’s nothing like sweet nothings via Facebook! According to
UsMagazine.com, Tom Brady wrote a very public love note to his
celebrity love Gisele Bundchen. Wednesday, April, 15th was a
historical day for the model because it was her last catwalk.
Brady watched his celebrity love from the crowd at Colcci’s
show  and  sent  her  some  love  after  the  show.  The  famous
quarterback  wrote,  “Congratulations  Love  of  my  Life.  You
inspire me every day to be a better person. I am so proud of
you and everything you have accomplished on the runway. I have
never  met  someone  with  more  of  a  will  to  succeed  and
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determination  to  overcome  any  obstacle  in  the  way.”

There’s no lack of celebrity love
coming  from  Tom  Brady!  What  are
some  ways  to  make  your  longtime
partner feel special?

Cupid’s Advice: 

As a relationship progresses you might have to get creative
about the ways you get your special someone to feel the love.
Cupid has some dating advice on what to do:

1. It’s in the little things: An extra text or two throughout
the week just to say “I love you,” a message on the mirror in
the morning to remind them they are beautiful, getting up and
filling their coffee order before they wake up…I could go on,
try one or all of these little acts to make your loved one
feel special.

Related Link: Our 5 Favorite Celebrity-Athlete Couples

2. A big surprise: If you are more of the grand gesture types,
surprise  your  partner  to  make  them  feel  special.  Plan  a
getaway for just the two of you, rent out their favorite
restaurant for an exclusive and fabulous dinner date, or throw
a  party  with  all  their  closest  friends  and  family  just
because!

Related Link: Tom Brady and Gisele Bundchen Vacation in Costa
Rica

3. Spend time: At the end of any busy day sometimes just
spending alone time with your partner can mean everything to
them.  So  no  matter  your  financial  situation,  social  or
otherwise make time for intimacy. Feel free to get as creative
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or as casual as you want, your partner will be appreciative of
any gesture big or small.

How do you make your loved ones feel special share with us
below!

Gisele Bundchen Says She Knew
Celebrity Love Tom Brady Was
The One ‘Straightaway’

By Maggie Manfredi
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A lady in love! According to UsMagazine.com, Gisele Bundchen
knew Tom Brady was The One instantly. She said, “I knew Tom
was The One straightaway. I could see it in his eyes that he
was a man with integrity who believes in the same things I
do.” This celebrity couple met on a blind date and are now
happily married. The supermodel brought their kids to the big
game on Sunday, and they cheered on her celebrity love as he
claimed  his  fourth  Super  Bowl  victory.  The  hot  celebrity
couple share two children together, son Benjamin and daughter
Vivian, and Brady’s son with Bridget Moynahan, Jack.

Celebrity  love  is  just  like  any
other variety of love in that it
can  appear  when  you  least  expect
it.  What  are  some  ways  to  know
you’ve found The One?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Sometimes even when you aren’t searching, love can land right
in your lap. You need to embrace love when it comes, and Cupid
has some ways to know you’ve found The One:

1. You’re comfortable: When you are with this person, like
celebrity couple Bundchen and Brady, it just feels right.
Whether  it’s  love  at  first  sight  or  friendship  first,  if
it feels right, you may be on your way to a relationship and
love.

Related Link: Tom Brady and Gisele Bundchen Vacation in Costa
Rica

2. You’re confident: If the person you have found makes you be
a better person, that’s a step in the right direction to
becoming “the one.” Make sure you also feel motivated and
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inspired by them, too.

Related Link: Celebrities Who Met on Blind Dates

3. You’re happy: Above all else, your happiness needs to come
first. Hopefully the person you are spending time with makes
you happy and, in turn, you make them happy, too.

Have you found The One? How did you know? Share your insight
below!

Models  and  Their  Celebrity
Beaus
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Adam Levine and Behati Prinsloo

This beautiful couple got hitched in July and walked their
first red carpet as husband and wife at the MTV Video Music
Awards. The Maroon 5 crooner has only sweet things to say
about his partner: “She's incredible, and that alone makes me
the  luckiest  person  in  the  world."  Photo:  David
Gabber/PRPhotos.com

Our Favorite Celebrity Couple
Halloween Costumes

https://cupidspulse.com/40355/our-favorite-celebrity-couple-halloween-costumes/
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By Molly Jacob and Nisha Ramirez

As a child, Halloween is all about trick o’ treating and
competing for the title of Candy Ghoul. As a single adult,
Halloween means being voted best costume at your Halloween
monster bash. As a couple, Halloween is about finding the
perfect costumes that will showcase your partnership. And as
a celebrity couple, Halloween is all about stepping out as a
duo without a budget. Check out our favorite celebrity couple
Halloween costumes for inspiration this All Hallows Eve:

1. Gisele Bundchen and Tom Brady: Lions, tigers, and…Patriots,
oh my! Gisele Bundchen and Tom Brady went for a classic look
last  Halloween  when  they  dressed  up  as  Dorothy  and  the
Cowardly  Lion  from  the  Wizard  of  Oz.  Bundchen,  holding  a
basket with a toy Toto inside, posted an Instagram photo of
the adorable couple kissing with the caption, “Having fun with
my Lion last night!”



2. Lauren Conrad and William Tell: Here’s some inspiration for
you DIYers: even celebrities like to craft! Lauren Conrad
created her tooth fairy costume for Halloween 2013, and her
husband (then fiancé) William Tell dressed as a dentist. While
Conrad  didn’t  make  her  own  dress  for  her  beautiful
wedding last September, she did use her DIY skills for some
finer touches.

Related: Lauren Conrad Ties the Knot with William Tell

3. Neil Patrick Harris and David Burtka: Neil Patrick Harris
and hubby David Burtka, known for their elaborate Halloween
outfits,  didn’t  disappoint  in  2013  with  their  Alice  in
Wonderland  themed  costumes.  Harris  and  Burtka,  dressed  as
Tweedledee and Tweedledum, made it a family affair when they
put  their  three-year-old  twins  in  Alice  and  White  Rabbit
costumes. We can’t wait to see what the family dresses as this
Halloween!

4. Bryan Greenberg and Jamie Chung: Love is all you need! At
least,  according  to  Bryan  Greenberg’s  and  Jamie  Chung’s
Halloween costume. The actor couple, who plans to get hitched
sometime  in  2015,  rocked  out  in  an  ensemble  inspired  by
another famous duo: John Lennon and Yoko Ono.

Related: Best Celebrity Inspired Halloween Candy Choices

5. Fergie and Josh Duhamel: It’s a scary holiday, so why not
be just as frightening? Fergie and Josh Duhamel donned heavy
face paint and creepy skeleton costumes in 2013 to celebrate
the  Day  of  the  Dead.  Fergie,  whose  great-grandmother  is
Mexican, and Duhamel were inspired by Dia de los Muertos. Many
famous couples, such as Kate Moss and husband Jamie Hince,
also dressed up last year in matching outfits inspired by this
holiday.

6. Matthew Morrison and Renee Puente: Quentin Tarantino would
be proud of Glee star Matthew Morrison and his wife Renee
Puente. Last week, the newlyweds dressed as characters from

http://cupidspulse.com/80870/lauren-conrad-marries-william-tell-wedding/
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the cult hit, Pulp Fiction, for Morrison’s annual Halloween
(and birthday) party. Staying true to the movie, Morrison
(dressed as Vincent Vega) and Puente (as Mia Wallace) even
danced like their characters during an interview with E! News.

What are your favorite celebrity couple Halloween costumes?
Share your comments below.

Best  Celebrity-Inspired
Halloween Candy Choices

By Jessica DeRubbo and Molly Jacob
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Each year, October 31st brings with it a chance to carve the
face of KISS frontman Gene Simmons in your pumpkin, dress up
as  a  sexy  version  of  Jasmine  from  Aladdin,  dance  to  the
“Monster  Mash”  at  a  masquerade  with  your  honey  and,  most
importantly, stuff your face with as much sugary goodness as
you can possibly muster.  Even though you’ll most likely be
clutching your aching stomach the next morning, Halloween and
candy  are  inseparable,  because  you  simply  can’t  have  one
without the other.

Hollywood isn’t innocent either when it comes to indulging in
candy on All Hallows’ Eve.  Celebrities may stay in shape
thanks to strict diets, but everyone has been known to splurge
once in a while.  In fact, places like Dylan’s Candy in New
York City honor those celebrity sugar binges by dedicating a
whole wall of treats to all of their favorites.  Here are five
candies that have been officially endorsed (at least verbally)
by some of your favorite Tinseltown hotshots:

1. Reese’s Peanut Butter Cups: Neil Patrick Harris has a sweet
tooth along with his funny bone. The “Gone Girl” star told
Entertainment Weekly that the peanut buttery sweet is his
favorite movie theater snack. “They are like the crack cocaine
of the candy world,” said Harris.

Related: Neil Patrick Harris is Married

2. Hi-Chews: Ryan Gosling, according to an interview with
Esquire, has a candy obsession and “speaks of it the way rich
men  discuss  wine.”   While  Gosling  loves  many  forms  of
goodies  (excluding  anything  chocolate),  he  is  particularly
partial to Hi-Chews. “It’s the candy that never quits on you,”
says Gosling.

3. Swedish Fish: While Justin Bieber is known for his love of
Sour Patch Kids, the superstar has had a change of heart.
Bieber told the Montreal Gazette that he is done with his
addiction. According to Bieber, his fans kept bringing him the

http://cupidspulse.com/80549/neil-patrick-harris-david-burtka-italian-wedding/


candy to his shows, “so I kept eating them and now, if I eat
another  Sour  Patch  Kid,  I’m  probably  going  to  just  throw
up.” He now sticks to Swedish Fish when he’s in the U.S. and
Big Foot gummies when he’s in Canada.

Related: Justin Bieber and Selena Gomez Reunite at Coachella

4.  Sugar  Daddies:  Khloe  Kardashian  favors  Sugar  Daddies,
according to Wonderwall, and the reason behind it only partly
has to do with its taste. She says the hard candy reminds her
of  her  dad  because  he  loved  Sugar  Daddies.  “I  just  love
anything bad for you. Anything bad is good,” says Kardashian.

5. UNREAL Candy: Not every celebrity’s sweet tooth has to be
unhealthy. According to Yahoo!, celebrities such as Tom Brady,
Giselle Bundchen, Twitter founder Jack Dorsey and Leonardo
DiCaprio are endorsing this “junk-free” brand, which offers
alternatives to traditional treats. In a statement DiCaprio
said, “By working together to better understand the health of
both people and the environment, we can produce healthier food
that will benefit large populations of people while minimizing
our impact on the planet.”

Whether you prefer sweet, sour or chocolaty varieties of candy
in your trick-or-treat sack, and whether you’re an accountant
or a movie star, sugary treats have always been a staple on
Halloween.

With that in mind, what’s your favorite candy, and why? Share
your thoughts below.

http://cupidspulse.com/73369/justin-bieber-selena-gomez-reunite-coachella/


Celebrities Who Met on Blind
Dates

By April Littleton

Blind dating isn’t uncommon among people who have a difficult
time meeting potential love matches, but it does raise an
eyebrow  or  two  when  we  learn  that  some  of  our  favorite
celebrities endured their fair share of spontaneous dating.
You would be surprised to find out that some of our most
beloved couples actually met through mutual friends. Cupid has
a list of such past and present lovebirds:

1. Tom Brady and Gisele Bundchen: Brady began dating Gisele
Bundchen in December 2006. In 2009, he revealed to Details
magazine that he and the supermodel met during a blind date. A

https://cupidspulse.com/60761/celebrities-blind-dates/
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mutual friend set up the two lovebirds . “This friend told me
he knew a girl version of me,” Brady said, with Gisele chiming
in: “And he said to me he’d found a boy version of me.” The
couple hit it off immediately and married Feb. 26, 2009 in an
intimate Catholic ceremony in Santa Monica. The duo have two
children together, son Benjamin Rein Brady and daughter Vivian
Lake Brady.

Related: 5 Celebrities with Open Marriages

2. Pete Sampras and Bridgette Wilson: The retired American
tennis player met former Miss Teen USA and actress Bridgette
Wilson on a blind date arranged by friends in 2000. Just nine
months after their first date, the two got married. They have
two sons together, Christian Charles and Ryan Nikolaos.

3. Cindy Crawford and Rande Gerber: These two met thanks to
Crawford’s agent, Michael Gruber. After Gerber escorted the
supermodel  to  her  manager’s  wedding,  the  two  began  a
friendship. The pair reconnected romantically after Crawford’s
three-year marriage to Richard Gere ended in 1994. Shortly
after, the new couple married in 1998. “When she’s lying next
to me, she looks incredible. That’s the best part: waking up
with her,” Gerber said of Crawford, 47. The lovebirds have two
children  together,  son  Presley  Walker  and  daughter  Kaia
Jordan.

4. Brad Pitt and Jennifer Aniston: The former Friends actress
met her ex-husband through a date that was set up by both of
their managers in 1998. The couple married July 29, 2000 in a
private ceremony in Malibu. However, wedded bliss didn’t last
long. Five years later, they pair announced their separation
and divorced Oct. 2, 2005. Brad Pitt has since moved on with
Angelina Jolie and Aniston is now living with and engaged to
Justin Theroux.

Related: Top 5 Celebrity Couples That Live Across the Pond

5. Jenny McCarthy and Paul Krepelka: Before dating her current
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beau Donnie Wahlberg, McCarthy connected with Boston sports
agent, Paul Krepelka. “He was my fifth blind date,” she told
talk show host Ellen DeGeneres in Jan. 2011. However, due to
the stress of a long distance relationship, the couple called
it  quits  a  month  after  McCarthy  went  public  with  their
romance.

Who are some other celebrities who met on blind dates? Comment
below.

Women  Who  Are  the
Breadwinners  of  Their
Celebrity Relationship
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The ladies of Generation X were some of the first to trade the
domesticity  of  the  housewife  for  the  slacks  of  Corporate
America. Powerful and confident women are sexy, but society
hasn’t  completely  caught  up  with  us  yet,  and  it’s  still
uncommon for a female salary to outweigh that of her spouse’s.
That’s where Hollywood comes in with a good message for once,
as stunning starlets are throwing off the national average by
earning more than their celebrity loves. Below is a list of
sexy  female  celebs  empowering  themselves  through  healthy
relationships and hefty paychecks:

Women’s  Upper  Hand  in  Celebrity
Relationships
1.  Gisele  Bundchen:  Other  than  her  svelte  silhouette  and
pristine profile, Bundchen impresses with a net worth of $200
million. Her hunky husband Tom Brady is known for his jockey
skills on the football field but is only worth $100 million.
While both salaries are envy worthy, Bundchen makes far more
than  the  man  she  shares  her  bed  with.  Regardless,  this
celebrity relationship is picture perfect, and Brady doesn’t



look at all emasculated by his wife’s high salary.

Related Link: Gisele Bundchen Says She Knew Celebrity Love Tom
Brady Was The One ‘Straightaway’

2. Jessica Simpson: We’ve watched Simpson transform from a
young  singer  and  clueless  newlywed  into  a  confident
entrepreneur. With a net income of $100 million and a shoe
line that wracks in over $500 million annually, she would be
hard pressed to find a man wealthier than she. Fortunately,
she’s has found happiness with ex-NFL player Eric Johnson.
Though  his  salary  hasn’t  been  reported,  he  is  currently
unemployed.  Regardless  of  their  paychecks,  the  two  are
expecting their first child this year, proving that money is
not an issue with this celebrity relationship.

3. Oprah Winfrey: Whether you’re an Oprah devotee or totally
impartial, there’s no denying this woman grabbed life by the
reigns when she began her journalism career in the mid 1970’s.
Forty years and one huge following later, Winfrey is worth a
staggering $2.7 billion. Longtime partner Stedman Graham may
not make as much, but he isn’t loafing off of Winfrey’s riches
either.  As  CEO  of  S.  Graham  and  Associates,  Stedman  has
wracked in an impressive $10 million of his own.

Related Link: Oprah Winfrey Explains Why She Never Wanted to
Raise Children 

4. Julia Roberts: Roberts, America’s Pretty Woman, has a hefty
income of $140 million. Her husband, however, Danny Moder, is
a camera man. Though his salary has not been reported, it has
long been known that Roberts is the money maker in the Moder
home. Regardless, after ten years of being a married celebrity
couple and having three children, the two have shown that true
love trumps any jealously over income.
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Actress Earns More Than Celebrity
Love
5. Angelina Jolie: From dominatrix to domestic diva, Jolie is
another star we’ve had the pleasure of watching grow up in
front of our eyes. While her days of drinking blood have
passed,  she  continues  to  make  celebrity  news  by  adopting
children, working as a humanitarian and starting foundations
to help combat poverty. Somehow, this busy mother and activist
also  has  time  to  star  in  movies  and  grosses  nearly  $150
million.  Her  equally  famous  and  good-hearted  soon-to-be
husband Brad Pitt makes only a little less than her at an
annual salary of $130 million. These two aren’t sitting home
comparing  paychecks  though.  Instead,  they  combine  their
incomes to help better the world around them.

6. Nicole “Snooki” Polizzi: Outside of partying, tanning and
going to the gym, Snooki found her fame by starring on MTV’s
Jersey Shore. Though her wild antics have made her somewhat
infamous, she wasn’t downing tequila shots for nothing. At an
annual salary of $2 million, the tiny beach bum can at least
impress with her bank statements. Fiancé Jionni Lavalle chose
a more modest lifestyle and is currently studying to become a
teacher. While his salary may never match Polizzi’s, the two
were  able  to  work  past  the  drama  of  the  shore  and  are
currently expecting a baby.

Do you think salaries matter? Do you make more than your man?
Comment below.

http://cupidspulse.com/86085/angelina-jolie/


Tom Brady and Gisele Bundchen
Vacation in Costa Rica

A vacation in Costa Rica with wife Gisele Bundchen and 2-year-
old son Benjamin was more than enough compensation for Tom
Brady’s loss in the Super Bowl recently.  Supermodel Bundchen
had an outburst after the loss, blaming Brady’s teammates,
according to People.  However, that now seems to be water
under the bridge as they vacationed at her home in Santa
Teresa.  There’s nothing like romance to cure a broken spirit.

What are some reasons to go on vacation as a couple?

Cupid’s Advice:

Sometimes our logical and rational minds can’t justify going
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on vacation.  Cupid’s here to help!  Here are some reasons to
cut loose and get away:

1.  To  de-stress:  Not  only  does  Gisele  Bundchen  have  a
stressful job as a model and mother, but Tom Brady probably
needed some relaxation after his tough loss in the Super Bowl.
 If you or your partner has a stressful job, a vacation can do
the trick to help you both relax.

2. To get some time away: Hard to find some alone time with
your  sweetheart?   A  vacation,  even  if  it’s  just  for  the
weekend, can be just what you need.

3. Family time: Spend some time with your love and immediate
family.  There’s nothing better than a one-on-one get-to-know-
you opportunity; especially if you’re considering making the
relationship more permanent.

Share  some  reasons  you’ve  gone  on  vacation  with  your
sweetheart!

Most Beautiful Famous Couples

https://cupidspulse.com/25041/ten-most-beautiful-celebrity-couples/


By Jessica Smith

Beauty  comes  from  the  inside  and  out,  and  the  radiance
of love can be the most profound beauty people can exude.
There are plenty of beautiful celebs in Hollywood, and when
two gorgeous celebrities are matched together, they turn heads
and  leave  us  awe-struck.  Here  are  ten  of  the  most
beautiful  famous  couples  that  Hollywood  has  to  offer:

Beautiful Famous Couples
1. Prince William and Kate Middleton: The Duke and Duchess of
Cambridge have earned the number one spot on our list. They’ve
been  married  less  than  a  year,  but  ever  since  Princess
Kate elegantly walked down the aisle, she has taken the world
by storm with her class and beauty — and let’s not forget her
great fashion instinct.

2. Tom Brady and Gisele Bundchen: Fame, fortune, and beauty —
this Hollywood couple has it all. They’ve been married for
almost two years, and they’re definitely turning heads. The
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New England Patriots quarterback and his supermodel wife have
an  18-month  old  son  and  are  making  big  plans  for  a  new
mansion.

3. Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie: You can’t mention celebrity
couples without this dynamic duo making the list. Pitt and
Jolie have been fighting human rights as a couple for six
years,  and  they  exude  beauty  inside  and  out  with  their
celebrity  love  for  one  another  and  their  love  of  helping
people in need.

4. David and Victoria Beckham: There’s plenty of spice in this
duo’s  life,  and  we’ve  watched  these  stars  transform  into
responsible  parents  over  the  span  of  their  twelve  year
romance. Victoria gave birth to their fourth child, daughter
Harper, a few months ago, and their kids would certainly be
included in the list for most beautiful celebrity kids.

5. Penelope Cruz and Javier Barden: The Spanish actress and
her beau make a lovely couple as fans watch them raise their
son Leo after being married for just over a year.

6. Nick Lachey and Vanessa Minnillo: These newlyweds have been
married  for  less  than  a  year,  and  they  described  their
celebrity wedding as a dream come true. Hopefully, having
their wedding televised didn’t leave these two lovebirds with
the reality TV show curse!

7. Orlando Bloom and Miranda Kerr: This famous couple can’t
get any sexier. The twosome has been married a little more
than a year, and it’s hard to believe they’ve already had
their first child. If you saw Kerr modeling Victoria’s Secret
lingerie in this year’s fashion show, then you probably saw
her hubby watching her enviable post-baby body glide down the
catwalk and giving her a standing ovation.

8. Adam Levine and Anne Vyalitsyna: They’re sexy, and they
know it. Their celebrity romance seems hot and steamy as they
pose nude for magazine covers and Vyalitsyna appears in his



music videos. You could see the infatuation in Adam’s smile as
he and his girlfriend locked eyes as the Victoria’s Secret
model strutted her stuff down the catwalk recently.

Celebrity Love is Stronger Than The
Rumors
9. Will Smith and Jada Pinkett: Apart from the recent rumors
of a celebrity divorce after being married for fourteen years,
this power couple is still together and we’re cheering for
their recovery. The pair — and their famous children — are a
force to be reckoned with, and their talent seems unstoppable.

10. Ryan Reynolds and Blake Lively: This young duo is one of
the  newest  Hollywood  couples  to  step  onto  the  scene,  and
they’re leaving their mark. It looks like the Gossip Girl may
have finally found her man. The two can’t seem to get enough
of their love for each other, and for fans, there’s nothing
like living vicariously through a young and hopeful couple.

What other beautiful Hollywood couples would you add onto the
list? Share your comments below.
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